Abstract-Expecting the shipment of 1 billion Android devices in 2017, cyber criminals have naturally extended their vicious activities towards Google's mobile operating system. With an estimated number of 700 new Android applications released every day, keeping control over malware is an increasingly challenging task. In recent years, a vast number of static and dynamic code analysis platforms for analyzing Android applications and making decision regarding their maliciousness have been introduced in academia and in the commercial world. These platforms differ heavily in terms of feature support and application properties being analyzed. In this paper, we give an overview of the state-ofthe-art dynamic code analysis platforms for Android and evaluate their effectiveness with samples from known malware corpora as well as known Android bugs like Master Key. Our results indicate a low level of diversity in analysis platforms resulting from code reuse that leaves the evaluated systems vulnerable to evasion. Furthermore the Master Key bugs could be exploited by malware to hide malicious behavior from the sandboxes.
I. INTRODUCTION
With an estimated market share of 70% to 80%, Android has become the most popular operating system for smartphones and tablets [1, 2] . Expecting a shipment of 1 billion Android devices in 2017 and with over 50 billion total app downloads since the first Android phone was released in 2008, cyber criminals naturally expanded their vicious activities towards Google's mobile platform. In the summer of 2012, the sophisticated Eurograbber attack showed that mobile malware may be a very lucrative business by stealing an estimated EUR 36,000,000 from bank customers in Italy, Germany, Spain and the Netherlands [3] . Also in 2012 the mobile malware SMSZombie [4] infected over 500,000 devices. In addition to obtaining administrator privileges, SMSZombie also gained control over the mobile SMS payment system of China Mobile, enabling the malware authors to secretly authorize payments.
An additional incentive for mobile malware authors to target Android instead of other mobile platforms is Android's open design that allows users to install applications from a variety of sources. However, the diversity of third-party app stores and volume of apps published poses a considerable challenge to security researchers and app store administrators when trying to identify malicious applications. With over 1 million apps available for download via the official Google Play Store [5] alone, and possibly another million spread among third-party app stores, it is possible to estimate that over 20,000 new applications are being released every month [6] . This requires scalable solutions for quickly analyzing new apps in order to isolate malicious and other possibly unwanted apps. Google reacted to the growing interest of miscreants in Android by introducing Bouncer in February 2012, a dynamic analysis sandbox that automatically checks apps submitted to the Google Play Store for malware [7] . However, research has shown that Bouncer's detection rate is still fairly low and that it can be easily bypassed [8, 9] .
More than a year before Google's deployment of Bouncer, Bläsing et al. [10] were the first to present a dynamic analysis platform for Android applications called AASandbox (Android Application Sandbox). Since then, an ever increasing number of dynamic sandboxes for analyzing potentially malicious Android applications have been introduced in academia and in the commercial world. Similar to dynamic malware analysis platforms for Windows binaries such as CWSandbox [11] or Anubis [12] , dynamic sandboxes for Android run targeted applications in a controlled environment to obtain a behavioral footprint. Results are normally presented to the user in the form of a report, possibly including a classification that indicates whether the app is benign or malicious. Most of these systems use some form of hybrid analysis, i.e., leveraging additional static analysis during a preprocessing phase to enhance the dynamic analysis results.
Egele et al. [13] systemized the existing knowledge on dynamic analysis of traditional malware. However, no such survey on dynamic malware analysis in a mobile context exists. In this paper, we systematically analyze the state-of-the-art dynamic analysis approaches for the Android platform and compare existing approaches in terms of provided features and analysis effectiveness.
In particular, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We survey current state-of-the-art Android malware detection techniques.
• We discuss methods to detect and fingerprint dynamic analysis sandboxes.
• We evaluate the effectiveness of ten of these dynamic sandboxes using a selected set of malware samples from publicly available malware corpora. Furthermore, we analyze the susceptibility of these dynamic sandboxes to the so-called Master Key vulnerabilities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an overview of current Android malware behavior, as well as distribution techniques. Section III discusses Android analysis techniques and numerous existing malware analysis frameworks. We then discuss our evaluation criteria and sandbox interdependencies in Section IV. Finally, we compare the sandboxes and evaluate their effectiveness and limitations in Section V, before we conclude in Section VI.
II. ANDROID MALWARE
In order to gain a better understanding of the requirements for Android malware detection techniques to successfully analyze mobile malware samples, we give a brief overview on the current mobile malware threat landscape. In the following we discuss the motivation of mobile malware authors, different distribution methods as well as available malware data sets.
A. Motivation
In August 2010 the first malicious Android application named AndroidOS.FakePlayer was discovered in the wild [14] . FakePlayer monetized infected devices by secretly sending text messages to premium numbers. Since then, both the sophistication as well as the amount of observed malware samples increased steadily. Recent reports focusing on mobile malware trends estimate that the number of malicious Android apps now ranges from 120,000 to 718,000 [15, 16] .
The main motivation for mobile malware authors is financial gain. One way to monetize infected devices, leveraged by FakePlayer and countless other malware families since then, is by sending text messages to premium numbers, registered to malware authors. In addition to these so called toll fraud schemes, malware authors leverage their apps to spy on users and collect personal information. Mobile spyware has capabilities to forward private data to a remote server under the control of malware authors. In a more complex form, the malware could also receive commands from the server to start specific activities and become part of a botnet. Furthermore, mobile versions of the banking Trojan ZeuS (ZeuS-in-theMobile, or ZitMo) are a way to circumvent the two-factor authentication of online banking systems by stealing mobile TAN codes [17] . Broadcast receivers are an Android-specific feature of particular interest to malware authors as they can be used to launch a background service as soon as the device is started and secretly intercept and forward incoming text messages to a remote server. This capability was used in the aforementioned Eurograbber attack [3] in order to authorize financial transactions.
B. Distribution
To lure victims into installing malicious apps, a common strategy employed by malware authors is to repackage popular applications with malicious payloads. The target applications often include paid applications, which are then offered for "free". Attackers commonly use third-party marketplaces to distribute their repackaged applications, as these marketplaces fail to verify submitted apps. Juniper Networks, for instance, found that malicious applications often originate from thirdparty marketplaces, with China and Russia being the world's leading suppliers [18] . Zhou et al. [19] analyzed repackaged apps in six alternative Android marketplaces and found that in addition to repackaging apps with malicious payloads, repackaged apps furthermore modify embedded advertising libraries to steal the ad-revenue of application developers.
Attackers can also leverage drive-by downloads adapted to the mobile context. Methods to trick users into installing malicious apps include in-app advertising [20] , specially crafted websites or QR codes [21] . Drive-by downloads might however also exploit platform-level vulnerabilities to install malware in a stealth fashion. Due to Android's loose management to device software, Android versions have become fragmented, with only 1.8% of all devices running the latest Android version 4.4 (codename KitKat) [22] ). While these exploits were originally developed to overcome limitations that carriers and hardware manufactures put on some devices, they have also been used by malware authors to obtain a higher privilege level without a user's consent. This approach allows malware to request only a few permissions during app installation, but still gaining root access to the entire system once the app is executed.
C. Malware Data Sets
Access to known Android malware samples is mainly provided via the Android Malware Genome Project [26] , Contagio Mobile [27] and VirusShare [28] . The Android Malware Genome Project contains over 1,200 Android malware samples from 49 families, collected from August 2010 to October 2011. Contagio Mobile offers an upload dropbox to share mobile malware samples among security researchers and currently hosts 164 archives, where some archives contain more than 16,000 samples. VirusShare also hosts a repository of malware samples with over 11,000 Android samples available to researchers. Furthermore, the multi-engine antivirus scanning services VirusTotal [29] and AndroTotal [30] provide researchers with access to submitted samples.
III. ANDROID MALWARE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORKS
Ever since the first Android phones were released in 2008, researchers have proposed dozens of frameworks for a variety of purposes. In this section, we outline our efforts in systematizing these proposals by enumerating and analyzing this existing knowledge.
Analysis frameworks may use a number of techniques to produce a report about an app's functionality or perform a classification whether an app is benign or malicious. Static analysis techniques extract features from the Android application package (APK) and the Dalvik bytecode. Dynamic analysis techniques monitor an app's behavior during runtime in a controlled environment. Results from static analysis can also enhance dynamic analysis, e.g. to efficiently stimulate a targeted application and trigger additional behavior, resulting in hybrid analysis approaches.
In the following paragraphs we briefly explain different analysis methods for both static and dynamic analysis and present available tools and frameworks for both approaches. Our evaluation mainly focuses on dynamic analysis frameworks, however, we also present various static analysis tools that might assist dynamic analysis and therefore be integrated in the presented dynamic analysis frameworks. For each dynamic analysis framework, we distinguish a number of characteristics and provide a brief summary. Based on their main purpose and approach, we classify the different research efforts into distinct categories.
A. Static Analysis Tools
Static analysis tools may fall in one of the following categories:
• Extraction of meta information: Tools that extract information from an application's manifest and provide information about requested permissions, activities, services and registered broadcast receivers. Meta information is often used during later dynamic analysis in order to trigger an application's functionality.
• Weaving: Tools that rewrite bytecode of existing applications using a bytecode weaving technique. Using this technique, analysis frameworks can, for instance, insert tracing functionality into an existing application.
• Decompiler: Tools that implement a Dalvik bytecode decompiler or disassembler.
One of the most popular comprehensive static analysis tool for Android applications is Androguard [31] . It can disassemble and decompile Dalvik bytecode back to Java source code. Given two APK files, it can also compute a similarity value to detect repackaged apps or known malware. It also has modules that can parse and retrieve information from the app's manifest. Due to its flexibility, it is used by some other (dynamic) analysis frameworks that need to perform some form of static analysis. APKinspector 1 is a static analysis platform for Android application analysts and reverse engineers to visualize compiled Android packages and their corresponding DEX code. Dexter 2 is a web application designed for static analysis of Android applications. Its features are comparable with those of Androguard and APKinspector, however, it has some additional collaboration functionality to ease knowledge sharing among multiple researchers.
APKtool
3 is a tool for reverse engineering Android applications. It can decode resources to nearly original form and rebuild them into a new Android package after they have been modified. APKtool can be used to add additional features or extra support to existing applications without contacting the original author and thus assist bytecode weaving approaches. Joe Sandbox Mobile uses static instrumentation, which is equivalent to bytecode weaving in our classification.
Radare2
4 is an open source reverse engineering framework which provides a set of tools to disassemble, debug, analyze, and manipulate binary Android files. Other disassembler tools for DEX files include Dedexer 5 and smali/baksmali 6 . Both read DEX files and convert them into an 'assembly-like' format which is largely influenced by the Jasmin syntax 7 .
Other tools aim at enabling static analysis on Android applications by retargeting them to traditional .class files, which then can be processed by existing Java tools. One example is ded [32, 33] , which later evolved into Dare 8 . Similarly, dex2jar
9 can convert an APK file directly to a .jar file and vice versa. JEB 10 is a commercial flexible interactive Android decompiler. It claims to be able to directly decompile Dalvik bytecode to Java source code, as well as disassemble an APK's contents so that users can view the decompressed manifest, resources, certificates, etc.
B. Dynamic/Hybrid Analysis Frameworks
Dynamic analysis frameworks monitor the behavior of unknown applications at runtime by executing the targeted application in a controlled environment to generate a behavioral footprint. Dynamic analysis can monitor an app's behavior utilizing one (or more) of the following techniques:
• Taint tracking: Taint tracking tools are often used in dynamic analysis frameworks to implement systemwide dynamic taint propagation in order to detect potential misuse of users' private information.
• Virtual machine introspection (VMI): VMI-based frameworks [34] intercept events that occur within the emulated environment. Dalvik VMI based systems monitor the execution of Android APIs through modifications in the Dalvik VM. Qemu VMI based systems are implemented on the emulator level to enable the analysis of native code. However, emulators are prone to emulator evasion [35] .
• System call monitoring: Frameworks can collect an overview of executed system calls, by using, for instance, VMI, strace or a kernel module. This enables (partial) tracing of native code.
• Method tracing: Frameworks can trace Java method invocations of an app in the Dalvik VM.
The first dynamic Android analysis framework developed was AASandbox [10] , presented in October 2010. It implements a system call monitoring approach using a loadable kernel module. Furthermore, it uses the resulting system call footprint to discover possibly malicious applications.
A popular taint tracking framework is TaintDroid [36] . TaintDroid is implemented upon the Dalvik VM and monitors applications for the leakage of sensitive information. However, ScrubDroid [37] presented a number of attacks to circumvent dynamic taint analysis. VetDroid [38] is a dynamic framework that measures actual permission use behavior by dynamically building a permission use graph. Their data tainting method is built upon TaintDroid, but improves it by identifying implicit and explicit permission use points.
DroidBox [39] uses TaintDroid to detect privacy leaks, but also comes with a Dalvik VM patch to monitor the Android API and report file system and network activity, the use of cryptographic operations and cell phone usage such as sending SMS and making phone calls. However, it can be easily bypassed if applications include their own libraries, in particular by using it for cryptographic operations. In the latest version, DroidBox utilizes bytecode weaving to insert monitoring code into the app under analysis 11 . ANANAS [40] is a recently published framework focusing on a modularized architecture with analysis modules for logging e.g. file system activity, network activity or system calls. It also employs API monitoring similar to the most recent version of DroidBox and uses a loadable kernel module for system call monitoring.
DroidScope [41] uses VMI to reconstruct Dalvik and native code instruction traces. The authors also implemented their own data tainting method, named TaintTracker. One of the huge benefits is that it does not require any changes to the Android sources, however JIT has to be selectively disabled as it blurs the Dalvik instruction boundaries. Andrubis [42] leverages various techniques, is VMI-based and monitors events in the Dalvik VM as well as native code for systemcalls through QEMU VMI. It further employs TaintDroid for data tainting. TraceDroid [43] has the benefit of generating a complete method trace output and was also integrated into Andrubis. It further captures network traffic and refrains from analyzing native code, as ltrace and strace are deemed sufficient for this purpose. This is also the approach used by Mobile Sandbox [44] , which runs the app in the emulator and uses ltrace to track native code. Finally, CopperDroid [45] uses a VMI-based approach as well, but compared to the other frameworks it is also capable of analyzing IPC and RPC-based communication between applications.
Andrubis, TraceDroid, Mobile Sandbox and CopperDroid all perform input stimulation, most notably the monkey exerciser and the emulation of common events like GPS lock, SMS received or boot-completed. To further enhance code coverage, several frameworks for automatically extracting and exercising UI based triggers have been proposed. The SmartDroid framework [46] statically extracts the function call graph and activity call graph, and then dynamically traverses these graphs to find elements that trigger sensitive behavior. In contrast to other frameworks, however, it does not focus on possibly malicious activities like sending SMS or accessing files. AppsPlayground [47] is a framework that automates analysis of Android applications and monitors taint propagation (using TaintDroid), specific API calls and system calls. Its main contribution is a heuristic-based intelligent black-box execution approach to explore the app's GUI. The goal of AppIntent [48] is to distinguish user-intended data transmission from unintended ones, and is as such related to SmartDroid. It uses an event-space 11 http://code.google.com/p/droidbox/wiki/APIMonitor constraint guided symbolic execution technique to construct event sequences, which effectively reduces the event search space in symbolic execution for Android apps.
A number of additional dynamic analysis platforms have been implemented and made available to the public via web applications: SandDroid 12 , VisualThreat 13 , ForeSafe 14 and the Joe Sandbox Mobile APK Analyzer 15 . These frameworks, however, come often with very little public documentation on how they operate, which makes it hard to make statements on any new approaches used by these implementations. It is likely that most of these platforms use (modified versions
C. Miscellaneous Frameworks
For the sake of completeness it is also worth mentioning various other frameworks that offer online services for the analysis of Android apps based on their static features or meta information: Badger 16 provides a web service for extracting required permissions as well as included advertising applications from uploaded APK files. Undroid 17 performs slightly more comprehensive static analysis and extracts requested permissions as well as API calls that use these permissions. The Android Observatory [49] also extracts required permissions from the manifest and further tries to match the app's certificate against those of known malware.
Finally, VirusTotal [29] and AndroTotal [30] are two multiengine anti-virus scanning services. VirusTotal uses static AV-based scanner engines to assess the maliciousness of a submitted APK file. AndroTotal uses dynamic sandboxing to test samples against mobile malware detectors, similar to VirusTotal. However, it uses the apps themselves on physical devices as well as in the emulator instead of command line versions with the same underlying signature database. It also provides links to analysis results from other frameworks: VirusTotal, CopperDroid, ForSafe, SandDroid and Andrubis.
IV. EVALUATION CRITERIA
We present an overview of all dynamic analysis frameworks discussed so far in Table I and list, whether the source code is publicly available (src) or the service is available through a web interface (www). 
A. Features of Interest
In order to compare the discussed dynamic analysis frameworks we manually examined them and compiled a feature list for further evaluation. First of all, we are interested in implementation details such as the Android version that is supported by the sandbox. Android is under active development, and at the time of writing Android 4.4 (codename KitKat) is the most recent version. We are also interested in the inspection level and which methods the sandboxes use to capture the dynamic behavior of an app. As discussed in Section III-B, multiple methods are suitable: Modifying stock Android for additional logging capabilities is one convenient way to capture app behavior, in particular the kernel or the APIs. ANANAS for example uses a loadable kernel module for its analysis. The downside of this approach is that the kernel patches cannot be easily ported to other versions of Android, as the internals can change between updates. Secondly, as Android programs are executed within the Dalvik VM, some approaches modify the Dalvik VM to capture the dynamic behavior of an app. TaintDroid and DroidBox use this method for example. Downside of this approach is that only Java calls are traceable and native code is not captured. Lastly, it is possible to modify QEMU for enhanced logging mechanisms and to use true virtual machine introspection. This is a holistic method, as it works on a lower level compared to the other methods. However, arm-to-x86 emulation is known to be slow, and as such it has a high overhead. Some sandboxes even use combinations of various methods e.g., Andrubis uses virtual machine introspection through QEMU in combination with a modified Dalvik VM.
Additionally, some sandboxes use taint tracking to detect if the users private information is leaked. Furthermore, sandboxes usually perform some form of static analysis such as parsing the requested permissions from the manifest. GUI interactions are usually employed to simulate user activity and enhance the coverage of dynamic analysis. We can further distinguish the sandboxes by the features they analyze. Network activity as well as file activity is of particular interest in malware analysis, as malware usually reads and writes local files and relies on obtaining commands from a command and control server in case of a botnet [50] . As discussed in Section II-A, malware is often used to generate revenue for the malware creator by sending premium SMS or calling premium phone numbers causing financial damage to the victim. As such, we are interested if the sandbox is able to capture phone activity. Furthermore, we are interested if the analysis frameworks are able to analyze native code.
B. Framework Interdependency
Many sandboxes build on previous work and incorporate existing tools in their service. In particular a combination of the open source solutions TaintDroid and DroidBox for dynamic analysis and Androguard for static analysis are heavily used. As we will show in the evaluation in Section V, this can be a problem if the malware is capable of evading these underlying analysis tools. Furthermore, many sandboxes rely on the Application Exerciser Monkey 18 (or Monkey) to simulate user input, even though the intended use case of Monkey was to stress test applications with pseudorandom user events. Figure 1 shows the full interdependency graph depicting which sandboxes rely on which other tools or services.
C. Sandbox Fingerprinting
Dynamic sandboxes are often rather easy to fingerprint, which is a problem that has been extensively studied for PC malware [51, 52, 53] . First of all, system emulators like QEMU [35, 54] and virtual machines [55] are detectable. With the numerous sensors and interfaces of a smartphone, a real device is even more challenging to simulate than PC hardware. GPS, screen size, and the motion sensor are just a few examples of what has to be considered when building sandboxes for mobile devices. Malware can also simply wait for a certain amount of time, as dynamic sandboxes cannot execute an app indefinitely [56] due to limited resources. Other methods to detect if the app is running within a sandbox include checking the application's signature. This makes it possible to detect platforms like the recent version of DroidBox that modify the app's bytecode.
Fingerprinting methods can also rely on implementation details of specific sandboxes. For example, AASandbox uses 500 monkey events to simulate user input, with 1 second between events [10] . While this is of course just a configuration parameter, malware could easily detect AASandbox if these parameters are not modified. TraceDroid on the other hand initializes the Monkey with the same seed value for the pseudorandom number generator (currently set to 1337) [43] . This is intended to ensure that re-runs of the exerciser generate the same sequence of events, but this is however also detectable by malware. SmartDroid [46] waits for 10 seconds before starting UI interactions during dynamic analysis. There is yet no ground truth on the distribution and statistical likelihood of user events.
V. EVALUATION RESULTS
We evaluated a total of 10 dynamic sandboxes based on the feature set outlined above, skipping sandboxes that are not available to us in any form. Our analysis is based on the academic publications as well as available documentation. Table II lists the extracted features for all sandboxes. We furthermore tested the sandboxes with selected malware samples, which we discuss in the following paragraphs.
A. Malware Samples
For our evaluation we used real-world malware samples from four different families or categories. For each of those families we used two different samples. All of the samples have been publicly analyzed and described, either as part of the Android Malware Genome Project [26] or in blogposts or technical reports from antivirus vendors. All four families were chosen due to either feature coverage (regarding [26] coverage in terms of financial charges and personal information stealing) or due to interesting behaviour like sophisticated privilege escalation techniques or evasion of specific sandboxes. a) Obad: In 2013, Kaspersky Lab [57] described Obad as one of the most sophisticated mobile malware to date. The user has to install the malware manually with 24 different permissions, which grant nearly total access to the device. Obad is able to send SMS, send data to an URL, download and install files, and transfer files via bluetooth. Additionally, the application tries to connect to a command and control server and is able to join a botnet. Malware of the Obad family tries to evade detection from several sandboxes with anti-emulation and anti-decompilation techniques, like checking for the Android.os.build.MODEL value to quit the applications execution if the default value of the emulator is present [58, 59] .
The second Android malware family we selected for our analysis is Geinimi, which is part of the Android Malware Genome Project. We selected Geinimi due to its various malicious payloads: remote control over the Internet, starting phone calls, sending SMS as well as leaking sensitive data stored on the phone. c) DroidKungFu: DroidKungFu [60] is part of the Android Malware Genome Project as well, and is a malware family that can perform various forms of privilege escalation. It collects various phone related data such as the IMEI number, the phone model etc. and sends it to a server. This malware family is of particular interest since it is able to execute various exploits, for example privilege escalation using the RageAgainstTheCage exploit [23] . This exploit decrypts itself during runtime to exploit the adb resource exhaustion bug for root access. After this procedure the application is able gain root privileges and hide itself, drop other malware, etc.
d) Basebridge/Nyleaker: The fourth malware category we used for our evaluation are the malware samples Basebridge and Nyleaker. Both samples are able to successfully evade analysis by abusing the Androguard tool (which is used by many sandboxes) by presenting itself as an invalid application by either using a corrupt APK or an invalid manifest file within the APK. Their malicious behavior includes sending SMS to premium services, executing local privilege escalation exploits and leaking personal information. e) Master Key: The last evaluated category is the Master Key set that exploits several Android vulnerabilities related to the handling of ZIP files 19 .
• Bug 8219321 20 : The ZIP format allows multiple occurrences of the same filename within one archive. This can lead to a serious vulnerability, if the implementation of the unpacking of the archive differs in parts of the systems: The Android signature verifier checks the first file for integrity and compares it with the META-INF directory. The Android installer however uses the second file for installation. Symantec reported that this bug was already exploited by malware in the wild [61] . Specifically malware samples added an additional malicious classes.dex as well as a second manifest file to a benign app without breaking its signature.
• Bug 9695860
21 : This bug is a simple signed-unsigned integer mismatch between different parts of the Android code. The ZIP file header contains the fields for filename length and extra field length. The signature verification code treats the contents of these fields as signed 16-bit integers, which converts the input of "0xFFFD" to "-3". Thus, the Android verifier jumps three bytes backwards, instead of forward and therefore skips the extra field by reading the part "dex" of "classes.dex". The application loading code however treats the fields as unsigned 16-bit integers, 
which could match the start of a second uncompressed dex file supplied in the file data section.
• Bug 9950697 22 : This last version of the Master Key vulnerability is caused by the redundant storage of the "filename length" field in the ZIP header. This field indicates how many bytes between the filename and the actual file data exist and also how many bytes in the central directory exist, to reach the next directory entry in the archive. It is possible to provide a real filename length for the verifier, that verifies the trustworthy original file data and fake a filename length in the local header for the loader, that later executes the malware code.
Additionally, a certain bug in Python 23 can be used to create APK files which are not processed correctly by certain sandboxes. This Python bug triggers an exception when the length field in the ZIP header is zero. While this is a Python issue and not related directly to Android, many tools and sandboxes which are based on Python are affected and malware authors could craft APK files that trigger this bug to evade analysis.
B. Analysis Results
We submitted the 12 malware samples (8 from known corpora, and 4 exploiting one Master Key vulnerability each) to all sandboxes which were available at the time of writing and which use some form of dynamic analysis within a sandbox. Sandboxes which were not available during our evaluation were excluded, leaving ten sandboxes. Our evaluation is based on whether the sandboxes detect the malicious behavior. The results of our evaluation are outlined in Table III. For every family of malware, we submitted two different samples (separated by a "/" in Table III) . Andrubis was able to analyze every submitted sample, while the Nyleaker malware was classified as benign. ForeSafe was able to successfully flag every submitted sample as high risk malware. SandDroid was unable to analyze any submitted sample. As for CopperDroid, just one version of Geinimi and DroidKungFu were detected. "-"=ANALYSIS ERROR). 
For all other samples the analysis was aborted with an "Installation Error". Joe Sandbox Mobile as well as TraceDroid on the contrary were able to analyze every version of every sample we submitted. Joe Sandbox Mobile furthermore correctly flagged every sample as malicious in the generated reports.
We also compiled an APK for each of the described Master Key bugs and submitted them to our selection of sandboxes to see if they could analyze malicious APKs exploiting those vulnerabilities. We present the results in Table IV . As we will discuss in Section V-C we were not able to get results from all sandboxes for our evaluation in time, as several sandboxes were out of service or did not produce any reports in a reasonable amount of time.
C. Limitations of Existing Sandboxes
We observed that many sandboxes were not able to fully analyze our samples, were prone to bugs or evasion techniques, or were either no longer maintained or not publicly available anymore at the time of writing. As some versions of the Obad family evade DroidBox, Mobile Sandbox was not able to analyze these. We verified this in a personal conversation with the author of Mobile Sandbox. The other samples, namely Geinimi, DroidKungFu, Basebridge and Nyleaker, are also marked as errors in our table as there are currently over 300,000 samples in the queue to be analyzed by the dynamic sandbox. Any submitted sample would thus be analyzed after approximately 400 days, which is too long in our point of view. Unfortunately, this number does not seem to decrease. SandDroid accepts samples for analysis but is not able to perform any analysis on the samples. After submitting the samples and waiting for about two weeks, the samples are either not in the report database or marked as still being analyzed by the framework.
Some frameworks mentioned in Table II were excluded from our evaluation: AASandbox, AppIntent, ANANAS, SmartDroid as well as vetDroid were neither available as source code nor as an online submission. We were not able to run any samples for analysis within these frameworks. Because AppsPlayground has no online submission possibility 24 it was out of scope and therefore also excluded from our evaluation.
D. Discussion
Every sandbox carries out a multitude of analysis techniques, ranging from basic static to rigorous dynamic analysis techniques. Due to the large number of available analysis frameworks, on-as well as offline, it is impossible for a user to determine which framework offers the most and comprehensive set of features. This fact is substantiated by the ongoing improvements in the mobile sector, like Google's new Android Runtime (ART) technology 25 , that will also complicate static and dynamic analysis in the future due to possibly pre-compiled applications.
Supporting these facts, there is no Swiss-army-knifesandbox that on one hand offers every possible feature and on the other hand is readily available. Nevertheless, also on mobile devices the cat-and-mouse-game between malware authors and security researchers is continuously ongoing, as it has been on personal computers for many years. One possibility to deal with that problem could be one non-commercially driven analysis framework that implements all static and dynamic analysis techniques discussed in the literature so far, and is fully maintained as well as continuously extended by researching volunteers. Until this goal is reached, malware authors will be ahead of defending researchers and industrial professionals.
We tried to contact every sandbox creator and notified them of our findings.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we conducted a comprehensive study on detection methods of Android malware. First, we provided an overview on current Android malware distribution techniques and the motivation of malware authors. Secondly, we analyzed available dynamic analysis platforms for Android and examined their interdependencies. An evaluation of ten sandboxes 24 http://list.cs.northwestern.edu/mobile/ 25 http://source.android.com/devices/tech/dalvik/art.html which are available as online services, using samples from four real-life Android malware families, showed that detection rates vary. In addition we found that popular dynamic sandboxes are susceptible to well known vulnerabilities like the Master Key vulnerabilities, which could be potentially misused by Android malware to thwart analysis. In conclusion, our findings show that while current dynamic sandboxes are valuable for academic research to analyze Android malware, they can not be considered an effective defense against malware on their own. Furthermore, interdependencies between platforms caused by code reuse can lead to challenges in detecting malware that targets specific platform limitations, as all analysis platforms which share the same code base are affected. Thus, while a number of different analysis sandboxes exist, diversity among them is low.
